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Problem 1B
Problem 1C
Problem 1D
Problem 2
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// Blank 3
// Blank 4

// Blank 5
Problem 3

A) Fill in the blanks below

```c
int bar(long i, int *x) {
    return ________;
}

int foo(long max, int counter) {
    int sum = 0;
    int x = ________;
    for (long i = ________; i < ________; ________) {
        if (________) {
            sum += ________;
        } else {
            sum += ________;
        }
    }
    return ________;
}
```
Problem 4A
Problem 4B
Problem 4C
Problem 4D
Problem 5A

bool is_used(zone_header *header) {
    // your implementation here
Problem 5B

size_t get_size(zone_header *header) {
    // your implementation here
Problem 5C

void set_status(zone_header *header, int new_status) {
    // your implementation here
Problem 5D

zone_header *get_right_header(zone_header *header) {
    // your implementation here
Problem 5E

void *malloc_within_zone(zone_ptr *zone, size_t size) {
    // your implementation here
Problem 5F

void set_next(zone_header *free_header, zone_header *next) {
    // your implementation here
Problem 5G

// parameter 1

// parameter 2

// parameter 3
Problem 5H

size_t get_size(zone_header *header) {
    // your implementation here